The annual international symposium on computer science and educational technology (ISCSET) is well established academic event where cooperate universities from Germany, Mongolia, China and Uzbekistan. 13th symposium will organize as IEEE event. The IEEE ISCSET 2024 will be held in the IBS Conference hall, Laubusch, Germany.

The topics of the symposium will cover the issues of computer science, computer engineering and educational technologies. This year symposium I dedicated to new AI applications and AI based education technologies. The IEEE ISCSET 2024 topics include, but not limited to:

- Theory of AI methods
- Applications of AI methods
- AI in embedded systems
- Self-organizing systems
- AI based image processing
- AI in engineering tasks
- Smart cars and AI
- Educational technology
- New solutions in EdTech
- Learning analytics
- AI in education
- Teaching with new technologies
- E-learning and blended learning
- Evaluation of e-learning and BL

The papers have to submit via Easychair platform for review. The IEEE ISCSET 2024 Technical Committee will do triable reviews for each paper. Only accepted paper’s author will invite to presentation in the program. Only presented papers will include to the proceedings of the IEEE ISCSET 2024 which will be send to the IEEE library with Scopus index.

**Financial Sponsor:**
- IBS Foundation, Laubusch, Germany

**Technical Sponsor:**
- IEEE Education Society, USA

**Partner Universities:**
- Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany
- Mongolian University of Science and Technology, Mongolia
- Mongolian National Institute of Education, Mongolia
- Harbin University of Science and technology, China
- Bukhara State University, Uzbekistan

**iscset-conf.org**